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Reinsurance Counterparty Risk (RCR)
An increased focus on market security
We have observed:
• With increasing regulatory pressures and the fastchanging economic landscape, counterparty risk
management is moving up the strategic agenda of
many companies.

A good RCR management framework is the
one that:
Monitors both quantitative and
qualitative factors on a regular basis.

• We have seen our clients moving from basic
oversight to a more broad and deeply involved
credit and exposure monitoring.

Allows you to make proactive, informed
decisions.

• Data and analytics is now the key tool to gain
more insight into exposures of different types of
credit risks and to make credit risk decisions with
more agility.

Keeps evolving and is able to adapt to
change with agility.
Is tailored to your specific needs,
strategy and risk appetite.

The increased importance of robust and pro-active RCR management has led to many
companies investing in their capabilities
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Key Considerations When Using Credit Ratings
Some areas to look out for

Have your
own view of
risk

Know your
counterparty

Know your
rating
agencies

Be aware of
rating
sensitivities

Be aware of
criteria
differences

Your own internal guidelines always come first, with credit ratings being an important
input but it should not be the only one
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THANK YOU!
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The views expressed in this presentation are those of the presenter and not of Guy Carpenter & Company, LLC. This publication has been prepared for general
guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without
obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (expressed or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in
this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, Guy Carpenter & Company, LLC, its members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability,
responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for
any decision based on it.
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